Why I should
do GCSE

A guide for students and parents

Exam questions on music played and
Areas of Study covered

Some theory required (Grade 3)





Listening

 There may be ‘set works’

 Others might be jazz, fusion, world

 Western Classical will be one

 Four different sorts of music

Areas of Study

 You will need a score with notation and
possibly a written commentary

 You have to create the music, get it
performed and recorded

 Must be written on your own

 Two pieces required

See how music mixes and changes
over time



 Develop technical, analytical and
evaluation skills

 Learn subject vocabulary / theory

Learn about broad periods of musical
history, world music and culture – and be
able to compare and contrast these

Finish the pieces: review, analyse
and improve





Use technology to write / edit your music

Solve compositional problems, using
specific techniques




Write music to a brief



Get the final performance organised



 As for solo – can be done by using
music technology

Composing

Agree with others how the pieces are
to be performed



 Must be in a small group: choirs or
orchestras cannot count

You will need to perform the exam pieces
in Year 11



 Standards the same as solo performing

Ideally, you should be having lessons too



Rehearse with others in your group

Practise! This needs to be very regular, and
in addition to any other school work you do



What will I have to do to be
successful with GCSE music?



Ensemble Performing

 Grade/stage 2 by the end of Year 9 is
ideal, but classical and non-classical
players need lessons / regular practice
for good GCSE marks

 Grade/stage 3 or 4 by the end of Year 11

 Instrumental and / or vocal

Solo Performing

What does the GCSE Music
examination involve?

Brain training: there is lots of research on how
music improves learning in other subjects



Imagination
Curiosity
Fulfilling / finishing a commission, brief or task
Self review
Analysing and evaluation skills, including by
written report







 Be attentive, conceptualise and synthesize

 Know how to apply varied criteria to make
evaluative judgements

 Demonstrate language and theory skills

 Recognise how different people / cultures have
unique identities but can learn from each
other / merge to create new identities

 Placing cultural movements within historical
timelines, and know how musical pieces relate to
other events and places

Problem solving

Leadership and teamwork: can you help others
play your piece, and know what to do for theirs?

Organisation and responsibility: you have to fix
rehearsals and interpretation with others







Listening skills, and understanding how parts fit
together to make a whole

You also need to work out how to practise, which
develops problem solving and working out how to
fix things





Self discipline: can you put your phone down and
do some practice?



What transferable skills will
GCSE music develop?

Teamwork

Creativity

Social empathy

Historical understanding

Analytical / evaluative thinking

Emotional understanding / confidence













Composing – develops understanding of how
music works, and leads to more informed
performances and better interpretations

Listening – technical and analytical
awareness results in more accurate playing

Context – knowing how pieces should be
interpreted to convey meaning effectively







 It is fun!

 GCSE music can open up new musical
worlds never tried before: this is music
for everyone

 Music technology is a key component of
GCSE music in many schools

3. General points to consider

Ensemble playing – what is learnt in small
groups at GCSE can be applied to playing
with larger groups like orchestras and choirs



2. It develops specific musical skills:

Personal discipline and organisation



1. It develops generic, transferable skills:

So why should I study
GCSE music?

The variety of learning styles in music makes it a refreshing and
creative break from other learning



The best musicians have always been able to perform, compose,
arrange, analyse, improvise (think about Bach, Miles Davis, Adele,
Muse) – they are not just players. GCSE will give you these wider
skills, and you will enjoy all of your music more
Will you really have time to carry on with music outside school; or will
the pressures of learning other subjects lead you to give up your music?





There is some research evidence showing that doing both GCSE music
and learning an instrument has the strongest possible impact on other
learning / results: so why not do both?!
You can use both GCSE music and a Grade 6, Grade 7 or Grade 8
exam as part of your overall KS4 scores





C. What about my overall points score for college?

GCSE music will make you a better player, because you will be more
musically aware



B. Can’t I just do music on my instrument outside of school?

International and local research shows that music develops the brain in
ways that directly benefit learning in other subjects



The processes of making and studying music are unique: studying
music develops diverse brain capabilities

It is the only subject to focus on sound and how we can use sound to
communicate ideas




Music develops a unique range of personal skills and attributes, many
of which employers are keen to see



A. But shouldn’t I do another EBacc subject instead?

What about the implications for other exam
options or choices in Year 8 and 9?

Personally

Academically

Musically

Student satisfaction
on music courses is also
very high.

The percentage of
students
getting employment
after studying music at
degree level is higher than
for most other subjects . . .

Did you know?







will help you:

Doing GCSE music

And the summary is?

This leaflet has been produced by Hampshire Music Service working collaboratively
with music teachers across Hampshire.

Making Music Together – Participate, Enjoy, Achieve!
Tel: 023 8065 2037 Fax: 023 8061 8241 Email: music.service@hants.gov.uk
www.hants.gov.uk/hms
Twitter: @HantsMusicHub
Facebook: HantsMusicHub
YouTube: HantsMusicHub

